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ANGOLA VERIFICATION MISSION (UNAVEM II) 

INTRODUCTION 

1. As members of the Security Council wili recall, the Peace Accords for 
Angola signed by the Government of Angola and the National Union for the Total 
Independence of Angola (UNITA) I/ provide for the following: 

"Free and fair elections for a new Government will take place following 
voter registration conducted unde r the supervision of international 
election observers, who will remain in Angola until they certify that the 
elections were free and fair and that the results have been officially 
announced." 

2. On 30 May 1991, the Security Council adopted resolution 696 (3991) and 
approved the Secretary-General's report of 20 May 1991 b/ with its 
recommendations for specific action by the United Rations to assist in 
implementation of the Peace Accords. Paragraph 9 of the report referred, in 
particular, to the possibility of United Nations rnvolvement in the Angolan 
electoral process. It yas understood, however, that the twb sides had not yet 
decided which international organisation 91: orgaaizations tEey would request 
to Provide technical a&ire on certain electoral matters, as wdl as 
supervision of the elections by int a-national election observers. 

1. As members of the Security Council were informed, on 5 December 1991, the 
Permaxut Representative of Angola delivered to my predecessor two letters 
dated 8 November 1991, signed by the Minister for External Relations, 
H.E. Mr. Pedro de Castro Van-Dunsm "Lay". One of the letters formally 
requested the Secretary-General +o send United Nations observers in order to 
follow the Angolan electoral procedure until its completion in the fall of 
1992. It specifically emphasized the full commitment of the Angolan 
Government to establish a multiparty democracy and to consolidate peace in 
that country. The other letter contained a request for United Nations 
technical assistance to help the Angolan Government to prepare for and conduct 
the Fnrthcoming elections. 
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4. With regard to the second letter, I have already initiated the early 
provision of technical assistance on electoral matters to Angola. This is 
being organised and coordinated by the formor Department of Technical 
Cooperation for Development and the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) ir; the framework of their respective programmes, and voluntary 
contributions ate being sought from prospective donors. In January 1992, the 
Angolan Government, UNDP and the Department of Technical Cooperation for 
Development signed a project coverfng such technical assistance. The project 
provides for assistance to the Angolan authorities through a small team of 
international and national consultants on election organisation, logistics and 
communications, and emphasizes the coordination of at least part of the 
bilateral foreign assistance through URDP. 

5. As regards United Nations observation of the elections, the Secretary- 
General stated on 20 December 1991, at informal consultation8 of the Security 
Council, that the following considerations were particularly relevant to the 
Angolaa rsqueat. 

6. First, the request clearly pertained to a situation with an international 
dimension with which the Council had been seized since it established 
uNAVE24 II to monitor the cease-fire arrangements agreed to in the Peace 
Accords. Second, the conduct of internationally supervised elections 
constituted the central element in the implementation of the Peace Accords. 
Third, in order to verify tbe fairness and impartiality of the elections in 
&xgola, the monitoring should cover the entire electoral process, including 
voter registration. Pourth, the introduction of a United Nations presence in 
the electoral process had been officially requested by the Angolan Government 
at an important point in the peace process. And fifth, there was broad public 
support in Angola for the United Nations to assume such a role. Bearing these 
considarstions in mind, the Secretary-General said, in the informal 
consultation on 20 December 1991, that he intended to recommend that the 
Security Council authorise a mission to observe the future elections in 
Angola. But first, it was his intention to send a preliminary survey team to 
Luanda to prepare a comprehensive report on such a mission. On the basis of 
that report he would present his recommendations for the consideration of the 
Security Council. 

7. Having consulted President do.78 Santos a8 well as Mr. Jonas Savimbi, 
President of UNITA, I addremsed a letter on 6 February 1992 to the President 
of the Security Council 5/ informing the Council of my decision to appoint 
Miss Margaret Joan Anetee, theci Director-General of the United Nations Office 
in Vienna, to the post of my Specie 1 Representative for Angola, with effect 
from 7 February. The members of the Council welcomed this decision. 4/ The 
n---l-, e __._. ---L-L.--- 1- -- a.apaL*LUL nwyrua~utic*cl"u LJ cu GXiiZritiia iiiu t;iirrttui an6 projecteci activities 
of the United Nations in connection with the Angola Peace Accords. She is in 
overall charge of these activities and is also the Chief of UNAVEM II. I also 
indicated my intention to recommend that, in addition to its existjng military 

GbS0iCV8rS, police monitors and civilian staf.F, UNAVEM II should be enlarged to 
incfuk an Electoral. Civisicn, It is intended to establish in Z!irich 1392 iIt1 
tdti:i.t:, UF i.iIQ Special RepI trseutdti Ve ill Lui.inda, with a stati. ot internatlonaf 
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cfvil servants, to assist my Special Representative in coordinating all Wafted 
Nations activities related to the Angolan peace process. 

8. I asked my Special Representative to make an immediate vfsit to Angola in 
order to assess developments in the peace process and to report to me with 
recommendations concerning the United blations role in observing the 
forthcoming elections. Miss Anstee, accompanied by a small teem, visited 
Angola from 17 to 20 February 1992. She was briefed by the Chfef Milatary 
Observer of UNAVEM II and his staff and h&d extensive discussions with the 
heads of the government and UNITA delegations to the Joint Political-Military 
Connnissfon (CCPM), as well as with the heads of the observer delegations to 
the CCPM (Portugal, Russian Federation and United States of America), the 
Minister for the Administration of the Territory who is currently in charge of 
preparations for the elections, and the UNDP Pesident Representative and the 
representatives of several United Nations agencies. She was received by 
Mr. Savfmbi, President of UNITA. The Special Representative also attended a 
CCPM meeting on 20 February 1992, as well as a conference, organfzed by the 
Ministry for the Administration of the TerrJtory, bringing together donor 
countries that have indicated their willingness to provide some financial and 
material assistance for the electoral process. In addition to these 
consultations in Luanda, she visited the province of Uije to see the situation 
in the FAPLA assembly area at Negage and in the FALA assembly area at 
Quipedro. 

I. I'HE CURRENT STATE OF TEE PEACE PROCESS 

9. There are several positive elements in the report on the current state of 
the peace process that my Special Representative presented to me following her 
visit to Angola. But there are also a number of matters which g5ve cause for 
concern. 

10. Nine months after the aignfng of the Peace Accords, a great doal has been 
achieved and the Angolan peace process is geoarally developing along the lines 
of the Accorda, although there have been delays and gaps in the completion of 
some of the major tasks. Despite some incidents, there has been no major 
violation of the cease-fire, an outatanding achievemoat for which both the 
Govarnmont and UNITA deserve congratulation after 16 years of civil war. Both 
parties have repeatedly reaffirmed their commitment to the non-renewal of 
hostilities. The joint conPnissions composed of the Government, UNITA and the 
three observers (Portugal, Russian Federation and United States), with the 
participation of UNAVEM II, as vell as the GovernmenWUNITA monitoring groupsI 
continue to function. The first phase of the trainiug of the new armed forces 
(half of whose strength will come from the Government"s forces and half from e-B_. _._._.__ 1 B-L------ L?r*AArsj wo3 i4-.wyrb?u¶u ii; xuuiror~ Z3f2. 

11. However, after initial. progress in the implementation of the Peace 
Accords, work on most of the deadlines provided for in the Lisbon documents or 
irk the subsequent undertakings is well behind schedule. The most worrying 
matter concerns the confinement of troops in the 48 Seuigaated asseirihly 

/  *  I  .  
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areas. As at 26 February ‘IQ92, UDITA had confised 93 per cent of the troops 
it is supposed to assemble, while the percentage of government troops 
accounted for by UDAW44 II had dropped to 54 per cent of the already revised 
pro jetted total. Despite efforts under a special programme, launched in 
September 1991 by the United Nations, to assist the soldiers snd their 
dependants fa assembly aress, the numbers of FAPLA forces in the assembly 
areas have decreased SubfBtantially, as a consequence of the scarcity of food, 
poor living conditions, lack of pay and lack of leadership. There is unrest 
in many FAPLA assembly areas and this only adds to the precarious security 
situation fn many parts of the country. On 20 February, CCPM, in the presence 
of my Special Representative, took a decision-on a precise timetable for 
demobilisation, which aims to complete the process at the end of July 1992. 
Xowwer, the practical steps to imple;aent this plan have yet to be finalised. 
Goversment and UUITA delegations are also working on a plan to collect and 
store all weapons. from both ins&de and outsMe the assembly areas* bn 
regional armouries. 

12. After protracted delays, the Government and UDITA have designated their 
members for the joint police monitoring teams whose task is to monitor the . 
neutrality of the national police in Angola's 16 provinces. Rules of 
procedure for the monitoring teams have been developed in the Political 
Commission end approved by CCPM. Xowever, joint police monitoring has still 
not effectively started iu many areas because of difficulties that both the 
Government and UDITA have encountered in providing transport, commun!,cations 
and office space for the teams. 

13. In spite of these difficulties and delays, UNAVEM II mflitary aud police 
observers have continued to verify and assist in the implementation of the 
csase-fire arrangements, a8 well a8 the arrangements agreed by the two Angolan 
parties for monitoring the national police. 

14. The Peace Accords atfpulated that the Government'u administratisn should 
be extended to the areas that uere beyond the rauge of its authority. This 
process got under way dn blovembet 1991 but, notwithstanding renewed efforts by 
CCPM, tbe Government has not yet been eble to extend its administration to a 
number of municipalfties controlled by WITA. This factor is stfll heznperfng 
another related element in the Peace Accords, which calls for the free 
circulation of people and goods throughout Angola. It could also impede the 
early stages of the electoral proc088. Apart from the political problems, the 
extension of central administration has been made difficult by the fact that 
many bridge8 are destroyed and many roads are still mined. It is important 
that this problem should be resolved soon. 

15. Under the Peace Accords, all civilian and military prisoners held by the 
Government and UNITA have to be released. At the end of February 1992, the 
Government had freed 904 prisoners registered with the International Committee 
nf +hn Es& t-f’?% tft-‘PP~. yhrlp IIUTTA hr.4 r~lrrcrA ‘2 fld? ..M:ICIIIA ..-:-a---- a- .-.r -7 w,m-s- ‘.“)*“u”-w- &.*-“rur-“. 

Both Partiea have stated that they have completed the first phPrae of the 
release of prisoners, but they still have outstanding claims against each 
other, action on which will constitute the second phase. 

/ . . . 
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16. Apart from the Movimetito Popular pata a Libertasao de Angola (MPLA) and 
UEITA, there are about 30 political parties and organisations established or 
emerging fo Angola. The Government has conducted bilateral consultations with 
the political pertieo snQ forcea ad has also organiosd a multiparty 
conference to di6cut36 matters fngludfng the draft electoral 1~. the law on 
the formation of political parties, the exact date for the elections, the 
simultaneity of the presfdeatfal and legislative elections and chaugos to the 
Constitution. UUXTA did not participate ia the multiparty conference but the 
Government subsequently disoussed these matters with it separately, snd s 
earnprehensive plan for organising the elections is emerging. However, 
specific preparations for these first free elections, which present a daunting 
challenge to the Angolan people, have barely begun. There are many 
logistical, administrative and financial problems that must be overcome for 
elections to be held in September 1992 as provided in the Peace Accords. Both 
parties made clear to my Special Representative their high hopes and 
expectations for major United Eations assistance in both otganf%Png and 
supervising the elections, 

17. As indicated in my letter of 6 February 1992 to the P&-e&lent of the 
Security Council, 31 I asked my Special Representative to give priority to 
finalising a plan for the United Nations to observe the elections< She has 
accordingly prepared the plan described below. 

l 

Il. OPEBATIOBAL PLAN POB UBITED BATIOBS OBSERVATIOB OF 

TBB ELECTIOBS ABD TBE EEIABGEMEBT OF UNAVBM II 

18. The United Batioas electoral mission will have the explicit agreement of 
the two parties to the Peace Accords , who will confirm their uderstsnding and 
acceptance of the mission'8 terms of reference and mandste. 

19. The mission will be an operation limited in scale, similar in approach to 
the United Nationa Observer Wission for the Verification of the Elections in 
Nicaragua (OtWVEN) aad the United Nations Observer Group for the Verification 
of the Eloctkons in Haiti (ONUVEH). 

20. The mission will rely on the logistic and communications systems 
established by UUAVEM II and by United Nations agencies operating in Angola to 
the maximum extent possible and in an integrated manuer. 

21. The legislative and presidential slectiona will be held simultaneously in 
the second half of September 1992. 

22. The terms of refereace wculd bts as follows: 

(a) To verify the impartiality of the electoral authorities is1 all 
aspects a& stxgeu of the eIecttjral process; 

/  .  .  1 
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(b) To verify that political parties &nd forces, as well aa individuals 
&nd groupa, enjoy co+ete freedom of organi9atfon, movement, assembly and 
expreatlion, without hfndmnce or fntimidationt 

(c) To verify that all political parties and forces have acc4m3 to State 
r&dio &nd television, and that there i8 fafrneas in the allocation of both the 

. timing and the length-of broa&asts. The use of other publfc resources for 
. . electoral purposea would alas be the subject of observation and possible 

recmnd&tions by the electoral mission; 

(d) To verify that the eloatoral rolls are properly drawn, &nd that 
qualified voters are not denied registration anil the right to vote8 

(e) To report to the elector&l autb0ritios on complaints, irregularities 
and interfarences reported or observed &nd, if necessary, to request the 
electoral authorities to take action to resolve and rectify such complaints, 
irregularities and interferences; 

(f) To observe all activities related to the regiqration of voters, the 
organiration of the poll, the electoral campaign, the poll itself and the 
cotiting, computation and anxrouncement of the result;r. 

23. As noted in paragraph 7 above , it is intended to establish &n office of 
the Special Representative in Luand& fu the month of March, with a staff of 18 
international civil servants and the requisite local stxff, to coordinate all 
United Nation8 &CtiVitiea rel&tec? to the AAgOlM peace process. 

24. UNAVEM II would be enlarged to include &n Electoral Division, headed by a 
Chief Electoral Officer with five international end the requisite local staff 
at boadquartere in Luanda. 

25. Offices oE t;he Electoral Divfsion would be established in the capitals of 
all 18 province8 in Angola. These offices would be supervised by six regional 
electoral offices. which would be calocated with the regional teams of the 
military component of UNAVEM II. A total of 98 international staff &nd the 
requisite number of local staff would be required for the regional and 
provincial offices. Work on identifying and preparing the proviacial tffices 
would have to begin in March. With a national average of five United Nations 
electoral observers per province, the more heavily populated provinces would 
receive more staff than the more sparsely populated ones. The provincial 
teams would be colocated with existing UNAVEM military and police observers in 
all 18 provinces, and would use existing UNAVEM communications facilities. 
+ra uahimlno anA a~*nnd n* i *aa u,,arl .I i- ~YIIII l r-r/l i&ad; - Ga..arl Clrr:l;c:-r - - _..-_--_ --_ ____.. - . . _ - - - - _ - -  - - - c - -  I - -  -+=----TV l - v . r m  _ S”IMS - I I - L -u - “ ”  

would also have to be established to support additional itcoming ellectoral 
staff in September 1992. 

26. The Electoral Division headquarters ia Luanda would direct and coordinate 
the activities of the regional and provincial teanis aad would sspervise all 
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action at the national level concerndng the eleatoral process. The 
headquarters, regional en& provincial staff would monitor an& verify 
inplenetntation of all elements in the electoral law, the law on the formation 
of political parties and the co&e of conduct which it is hoped will be agreed 
between the parties. The regional and provincial teams would send regular 
report0 to Luanda headquarters concerning political end electoral developments 
in their areas, a8 well a8 on the%+ OM activities, and there would be 
periodic reports to the Security Council. 

27. Three main phaSe8 of th0 electoral process are fore: * the 
registtation of voters (possibly starting in April 1992 anu lasting until July 
or Auguetjt the electoral cempaign (lasting for several week8 before the 
poll); and the poll itself (lasting for one or more days in the second half of 
September). 

28. The UBAVgM electoral ob8erVer8, during all three phases, would monitor 
and evaluate the operation8 and impartiality of the electoral authorities at 
all levels. UNAVEM would similarly evaluate the fairness of all significant 
decisions of the electoral authorities and would investigate disputed actions 
taken by them. The provincial teams would have regular contact with political 
parties and social otganizations, end would visit munfcipaliti.es axid villages 
throughout the countryt they would monitor registration by makiq random 
visits to key centres; they would observe important political rallies end 
other political activities3 and they would verify compliance by all parties 
with the electoral law and with the code of conduct. The mechanisms through 
whfch broadcasting time was allotted to the different parties would also be 
observed and the content of infomatfon broadcast8 and the fairness of tariffs 
would be analysed. UNAVEM would also evaluate complaints received about the 
use of public re8ourceo a8 ~011 as making its own observations. These 
activities would make an important contribution to confidence-building and 
would be accompanied by public information programmes. It is expected that at 
leaat 95 per cent of the municipalities and main population centres would be 
visited at least once by UNAVEM teams and, for the more populated areas, there 
would be several visits. 

29. A network would be created to receive complaints by political parties, 
analyae their relevance and transmit them to the electoral authorities and 
appropriate partior. The actions taken in relation to situations that might 
significantly affect the fairness of the elections would be carefully 
followed. A data bank at Luanda headquarters would incorporate the complaints 
received and periodic analyses of the evol*Aion of the situation would be 
produced. 

30. During the polling itself, the Electoral Division would field about 200 
observation taams of two people each, i.e. a tctal of 400 people. These teams 
would have full access to monitor all stages of the poll, and would develop a 
--S.&--b :arr AC r*r.., em F*r : nC1m.x8r'l *l.%-~-oPo pL',c+b'aY w- 1--I--&Y IM.2 Bemlwm*.v- c-cc---.r- .-rrp.lp grc ~~ratwlllal woulci 

consist of the apptoximbtely 100 staff mentioned in paragraphs 24 and 25 
above; about 100 additional observers to be selected from UNDP and other 
United Nations agency personnel in Angola, plus volunteers from selected 
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non-governmental orgaaiaatfons 0?GOs)r about 100 additfonal observers from the 
Secretariats and a further 100 contributed by member States. 

31. It should be emphasised that this proposed opetational plan and the 
preliminary cost estimates , which will be paesented as an addeudum to *he 
present report are very modest for observing and verPfydng the first-ever 
elections in tigola, especially when compared with the costs currently 
projected for other recently initiated United Nations operations. G?vea the 
vast size of ADqola, its difficult terrain and its degraded physical and 
admfnfstrative infrastructure, the allocation of BP average of only five 
observers to each province (i.e. approximately one United Nations observer per 
100,000 inhabitants) would obviously allow for only sample observetioa. 

32. There are at present many political, administrative and logistical 
imponderables and uncertainties , which could radically chaDge the direction of 
the process, These factors argue in favour ol: making maximum use of the 
resources that UNAVEt$ IX, UNDP and other United Nations agencier, already have 
in Angola. The existing maDdated strength of 350 United Nations military 
observers arail 90 United Nations police observers, and existing support 
services, should be maintained. The requirements for additional 
administrative support staff will be detailed fn the budget that I.will 
present to the General Assembly and will be reflected in the preliminary cost . 
estimates referred to above. Given the present uncertainties, further needs 
for personnel aad equipment may emerge, and I will address the appropriate 
bodies again if the need should arise. 

33. The current unsettled security situation in many areas of the country may 
make it necessary to provide UNAVBM IX with security services for its election 
operation. These could be obtained on a contract basis from international 
security firms currently operating in Wgola, which would be less expensive 
than deploying United Nations guards or additional military or police 
personnel from the troop-contributing countries for this task. 

iI1. OBSERVATIONS 

34. Much has been achieved in implementation of the Angolan peace process0 
but there remains much to be dcne to ensure that theae gains are followed 
through to completion. The timetable for implementation of the Accords cannot 
be delayed further. Ail Angolan parties and forces must join together 
urgently in making renewed commitments to realistic and workable timetables 
and methods for implementing the Peace Accords until achievement of the goal: 
free and fair electiona in September 1992. 

35. There is DQ reason to delay the demobilizstion of troops any longer. 
They should be able to begin returning to civilian life tzhrot+h an organiznd 
programme. Clarifications must be exchanged batneen the parties &out their 
troops outside the assembly areas, so that they CBD bu accounted for and 
monitored, as CCPM agreed on 30 Jianuary 1992. Estahlishmsnt of a unified 
civilian police force, as well as the formation aE joiut military police units 

/  .  ”  .  
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within the new national army, are high priorfties. Every effort should be 
made to extend the Oovernmeat's'admfnistration and to restore security 
throughout the country so that normal economic, social and political 
activities can be carried out without fear or intimidation. These are 
priority tasks that must be accomplished rapidly to erasure tbet success of the 
electoral process. 

36. Moreover, there should be early national consensus on the essential 
elexeuts for organising the elections. These include agreement on the date 
for the elections and simultaneity of the legislative and presidential 
electionsr the establishment of a workable National Electoral Council; the 
minimum voting age; and a comprehensive, detailed budget allocated by the 
Government. 

37. As my Special Representative repeatedly emphasised during her visit, the 
Angolan elections are essentially a national, sovereign affair. The United 
Nations role is to observe and verify the elections, not to organise i&em. 
The Goversnent. must be seen clearly to be taking charge of their orgaaization, 
especially concerai4g logistics. The Government arrd UNITA should make 
available as soon as possible all available resources, including 
accommodation, vehicles, aircraft, communications equipment and personnel. It 
is, however, unlikely that national resources,, even if fully mobilized, will 
be adequate for this task and urgent supplements from the international 
community and bilateral donors are certain to be needed. It is also necessary 
that the registration of voters be practical and workable and not aim for a 
level of sophistication that is likely to be e8p%sive, unnecessary and almost 
certainly unattai4abl9, given the conditions existing in Angola. It is, 
moreover, essential that a strict schedule for the electoral process b8 
maintained so that the elections can be held in September 1992. Unless the 
necessary political, legal, organizational and budgetary prerequisites are 
fulfilled very soon, the effectiveness of United Nations electoral observation 
as well as voter registration could be put in question. 

38. While emphasising the responsibility that lies with the Government, and 
with the Angolan political parties, to take now the steps necessary to ensure 
free and fair election8 in September, I believe that the Utited Mations should 
make every possible effort, within the limits of its mandate and resourcezr to 
assist the process, in accordance with the request received from the Angolan 
eovernment. Accordingly. having considered the report that my Special 
Representative presented to me on her return from Angola, I recommend to the 
Security Council that UNAVEM’s mandate, strength aad composition be enlarged 
in the manner described above. 

39. This new role for the United Nations in Angola, if approved by the 
Security Council, will be a daunting challenge, given the devastated condition 
of the country, the almost total lack of the infrastructtre that will be 
~+-aannry fnr khn electoral process. and the maior oolitical, loqistical and 
administrative uncertainties now evident. The effo&s that will have to be 
undertaken, above all by the Angolan people themselves, in the organization of 
their first Cree afld fair electioas, which are an essential precondition for 

/  . I .  
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